Motivation: Metagenomic shotgun sequencing studies are becoming increasingly popular with prominent examples including the sequencing of human microbiomes and diverse environments. A fundamental computational problem in this context is read classification, i.e. the assignment of each read to a taxonomic label. Due to the large number of reads produced by modern high-throughput sequencing technologies and the rapidly increasing number of available reference genomes corresponding software tools suffer from either long runtimes, large memory requirements or low accuracy. Results: We introduce MetaCache-a novel software for read classification using the big data technique minhashing. Our approach performs context-aware classification of reads by computing representative subsamples of k-mers within both, probed reads and locally constrained regions of the reference genomes. As a result, MetaCache consumes significantly less memory compared to the state-of-the-art read classifiers Kraken and CLARK while achieving highly competitive sensitivity and precision at comparable speed. For example, using NCBI RefSeq draft and completed genomes with a total length of around 140 billion bases as reference, MetaCache's database consumes only 62 GB of memory while both Kraken and CLARK fail to construct their respective databases on a workstation with 512 GB RAM. Our experimental results further show that classification accuracy continuously improves when increasing the amount of utilized reference genome data. Availability and implementation: MetaCache is open source software written in C þþ and can be downloaded at
Introduction
High-throughput technologies enable researchers to routinely sequence microbial communities. Examples of metagenomic studies include sequencing of the human gut (Korpela et al., 2016) , the human skin (Bzhalava et al., 2014) , aquatic ecosystems (Bork et al., 2015) , food (Ripp et al., 2014) , soil (Fierer et al., 2012) and airborne microorganisms (Barberán et al., 2015) . Earlier projects merely sequenced amplicons of specific marker genes. However, recent advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have now made shotgun sequencing of total DNA in a sample feasible and cost-effective. Produced NGS datasets are usually big making their computational analysis challenging. Therefore, design and implementation of software tools for accurate yet efficient processing of large-scale metagenomic short read data is of high importance to the research community and industrial applications.
The analysis of the taxonomic composition of a sequenced sample is a crucial step in many metagenomic processing pipelines. The corresponding read classification problem aims at assigning a suitable taxonomic label (e.g. a species or a genus) to a given NGS read. A traditional approach to address this problem is to align each read to an annotated database of reference genomes [e.g. by using BLAST (Camacho et al., 2009) or MegaBLAST (Morgulis et al., 2008) ]. Unfortunately, computing alignments for a huge number of reads is generally too slow leading to high execution times of corresponding software tools, e.g. Huson et al. (2011) or Brady and Salzberg (2009) . One method to accelerate this time consuming procedure is to limit classification to a small subset of marker genes. Programs based on this approach include MetaPhlAn (Truong et al., 2015) , MetaPhyler (Liu et al., 2010) , mOTU (Sunagawa et al., 2013) and QIIME (Caporaso et al., 2010) . More recent alignment-free tools are able to avoid this limitation but still achieve fast execution times and high accuracy based on exact k-mer matching. In this approach a k-mer index data structure (or database) is constructed in a preprocessing step. The index is usually based on a hash table that contains all distinct substrings of length k of each genome in a reference database. A given read R is then classified by a look-up procedure, which extracts the set of all k-mers in R and subsequently queries it against the precomputed index. If the look-up returns a single match, a counter for the corresponding genome is incremented. In case of multiple matches, a counter for the lowest common taxonomic ancestor of the matching genomes can be used. At the end of this procedure R can be classified based on high-scoring counters. One of the first programs following this approach was LMAT (Ames et al., 2013) . Kraken (Wood and Salzberg, 2014 ) uses a classification tree to improve memory consumption and classification speed in comparison to LMAT. CLARK (Ounit et al., 2015) further improves the memory consumption of Kraken by only storing target specific k-mers at a pre-defined taxonomic level. CLARK-S (Ounit and Lonardi, 2016 ) is a variant of CLARK using spaced k-mers to improve sensitivity at the cost of both higher memory consumption and slower speed. Kaiju (Menzel et al., 2016) classifies reads based on the annotated protein-coding genes of reference genomes. A recent benchmark study (Lindgreen et al., 2016) showed that Kraken performed best in a comparison of 14 tested tools (among them CLARK, LMAT, MetaPhlAn, mOTU, QIIME, MetaPhyler and MEGAN) in terms of both read assignment accuracy at genus and phylum levels and classification speed. The taxonomic labels assigned by a read classifier can also be used as the basis for species abundance estimation in DNA from a metagenomic sample; e.g. Bracken (Lu et al., 2016) is an accurate probabilistic method for abundance estimation that uses the output of Kraken to perform a Bayesian likelihood computation.
Other recent tools use pseudo alignments like MetaKallisto (Schaeffer et al., 2017) or compressed sensing estimates, like e.g. WGSQuikr (Koslicki et al., 2014) and Metapallette (Koslicki and Falush, 2016) . The compressed sensing approach is based on solving a linear system to reconstruct the k-mer frequency profile of a sample based on the k-mer frequency profile of reference genomes.
In this paper we present a new software tool for read classification called MetaCache, which index data structure requires significantly less memory than Kraken and CLARK and is able to achieve both high sensitivity and high precision at comparable classification speed. Our performance evaluation shows that MetaCache advances the state-of-the-art in k-mer based read classification approaches for two reasons. First, by using minhashing only a subset of k-mers is used, thus reducing the size of the data index structure significantly. Second, our approach uses only context-aware k-mer matches within a local window rather than at any position of the whole genome. This allows us to apply a relatively small value of k effectively, i.e. we can achieve high sensitivity while significantly reducing random matches. For example, using NCBI RefSeq draft and completed genomes with a total length of around 140 billion bases as reference, MetaCache's database consumes only 62 GB of memory while both Kraken and CLARK fail to construct their respective databases on a workstation with 512 GB RAM. Our experimental results further show that classification accuracy continuously improves when increasing the amount of utilized reference genome data.
Approach
While it has been shown that fast k-mer indexing and look-up can effectively accelerate taxonomic read assignment, current state-ofthe-art software tools such as Kraken and CLARK still have a few shortcomings:
• Memory consumption: The index data structure storing the k-mers of each reference genome is usually very large; e. In general, database sizes can be significantly reduced by processing only certain subsets of the k-mer space using a suitable subsampling technique. As an example, we could select every mth k-mer from a genomic sequence of n base pairs. Assume k ¼ 4, a sequence of length n ¼ 8 and a subsampling factor of m ¼ 4, then the filter selects every mth k-mer on a sequence-level:
This method has the advantage that it samples the k-mers in the sequence using a uniform step size but unfortunately may discard relevant information in-between. In our example, it exclusively selects a single k-mer ACTG. CLARK and Kraken provide the described subsampling strategy as an optional operation mode. Another filtration strategy would select all k-mers whose hash values are multiples of the subsampling factor m ¼ 4:
This approach selects on average every mth k-mer but does not guarantee that we sample the sequence in a uniform manner. The maximum gap between selected k-mers may exceed the value of the sampling factor m by far. Both described strategies act locally on the sequences and thus actually reduce the memory requirements during database construction. In contrast, CLARK employs a global subsampling strategy that selects only those k-mers that are unique to a certain taxonomic label. Assume we have two or more sequences from distinct species then we select the symmetric difference of the processed k-mer sets:
This technique removes a reasonable fraction of ambiguous k-mers that are shared between distinct taxonomic labels and thus results in a smaller and more distinctive k-mer database. However, the memory requirements during construction are the same as the bruteforce querying of every observed k-mer since the filter acts globally on the whole k-mer space covering all processed genome sequences. The approach used in MetaCache is based on a distinct subsampling technique called minhashing (Broder, 2000) that acts locally on sequence-level. It further guarantees compliance of the sampled subsets with pairwise relative similarities in terms of the Jaccard Index. A minhashing filter with sketch size s selects those k-mers within a sequence G for a sketch S(G) whose hash values are among the s smallest. In our example we would select the following two 4-mers for s ¼ 2:
Despite being only a minor modification of the second subsampling approach where we select all k-mer hashes which are multiples of the subsampling factor m, minhashing exhibits a desirable mathematical property. Without proof, the relative intersection ratios of two sketched genomes S(G 1 ) and S(G 2 ) approximate the true Jaccard Index J(G 1 , G 2 ) evaluated on the whole k-mer space (as shown by Broder, 2000) :
When comparing two sequences which differ significantly in their length, as it is the case when mapping short reads to whole genomes, one can construct a locality sensitive sketch representation which is constrained to a certain region of the sequences. Minhashing and locality sensitive hashing (LSH) are well-known techniques for mining of massive datasets (e.g. they have been successfully applied in search engines to detect near-duplicate web pages). Their application to genomic sequence analysis has been limited but has recently gained popularity with examples including genome assembly (Berlin et al., 2015) , gene clustering (Drew and Hahsler, 2014) , metagenomic sequence clustering (Ondov et al., 2016; Rasheed and Rangwala, 2013; Yang et al., 2011) and privacy-preserving singlegenome read mapping (Popic and Batzoglou, 2016) . MetaCache employs minhashing to efficiently compute similarities between a given read and local regions (subsequences) of all given reference genomes. The suitability of partitioning techniques (but without subsampling) has also been demonstrated before for sequence similarity search tasks based on counting filters; e.g. (Burkhardt et al., 1999) . Different from these methods, our approach merely stores a subset of k-mers leading to a significantly reduced memory footprint while providing competitive classification performance.
Materials and methods
The Metacache algorithm consists of two phases:
1. Database construction (see Fig. 1 ): Each genome is covered by (slightly overlapping) windows of length l. A hash function h 1 is applied to each k-mer within a window. The s smallest unique of the resulting hash values (called features) are selected and together form a so-called sketch of the local window. All features from a sketch are inserted into a hash table using a second hash function h 2 . This produces a look-up table where each entry stores windows containing the same feature. 2. Classification step (see Fig. 2 ): A given read R is classified by first computing its sketch(es) of size s. In case a read is longer than the window size l, a sketch will be computed for each read window of size l. Each sketch member is then used to query the precomputed feature index. The returned window IDs are used to construct a window count statistic. R is then classified by means of the genome providing the highest evidence in terms of k-mer counts. If there are several roughly equal peaks the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the corresponding genomes in the NCBI taxonomic tree is used for classification.
Database construction and database design
Consider a collection of genomic sequences G ¼ fG 1 ; . . . ; G n g and an input parameter k (default k ¼ 16). Each genomic sequence G q is covered by windows of length l (default l ¼ 128) which overlap by k -1 nucleotides. A fast xorshift-based hash function h 1 is applied on the strand-neutral canonical representation of each k-mer within a window whereby all k-mers containing a letter not included in the nucleotide alphabet R ¼ fA; C; G; Tg are ignored. h 1 either maps 32-bit values to 32-bit values (for k 16) or 64-bit values to 64-bit values (for k > 16). The s (default s ¼ 16) smallest of the resulting hash values of the local window (called sketch) are inserted into a hash table H using the hash function h 2 . For a given k-mer s i, j stemming from the window j of G i this hash function is simply defined as h 2 s i;
mod N where N is the current number of buckets in H. If the bucket H h 2 s i;j À Á Â Ã is still empty, the value h 1 s i;j À Á is added as its key and a target list is initialized using the genome ID i and the window ID j. Otherwise, the already existing key of H h 2 s i;j À Á Â Ã is compared to h 1 s i;j À Á . If equal, the genome-window identity pair (i, j) is appended to the target list. This can lead in some cases to very long target lists which need long processing times but are not very informative. Thus, all target lists have a predefined maximum length (default is 254) which limits potential performance degradation and bucket size. Open addressing is used to resolve collisions when inserting into H. If, during construction, the load factor of H approaches 100%, the hash table is dynamically re-sized by a factor of 1.8.
At the end of the construction phase a look-up table has been produced where each entry stores the windows containing the k-mer represented by the corresponding key. The choice of the various parameter values of the MetaCache algorithm has an influence on classification speed, memory consumption and classification accuracy. We found that the selected default values provide a good balance across a whole set of reference genome sets and metagenomic read datasets.
Classification algorithm
Consider a collection of reads R ¼ fR 1 ; . . . ; R m g. In order to classify a given read R p , a matrix of counters In order to produce the window-count statistic R p is first sketched according to the same scheme described above using the hash function h 1 . In case R p is significantly longer than the window length l, it is covered in a similar way as a reference genome and a sketch is obtained for each window. Furthermore, if R p is pairedend, both reads in the pair are also sketched independently. The hash table H is then queried by each member of R p 's sketch(es) using h 2 returning a (potentially empty) target list for each query. For each element (i, j) of the returned target list, the corresponding counter
Read lengths and sketching window sizes do not match up in general, e.g. a read might be longer than l which means that it is highly likely that matching features are found in more than one reference genome window. Also, a read may correspond to a region in the best matching reference genome that overlaps the borders of two or more windows in this genome. To compensate for this when classifying R p we sum up the counters in cont contiguous ranges spanning several neighboring windows in C p , where cont ¼ bmaxfinsertSize; jR p jg=lc þ 2:
In this equation, insertSize is the (estimated) insert size for a paired-end read dataset (and set to zero for single-end data). For each non-zero counter C p [i, j], a contiguous window range sum is calculated as:
The two contiguous window ranges C 
are used to classify the read R p according to Algorithm 1. It considers a read classifiable if the total count of the two highest scoring window ranges is larger or equal a predefined threshold t (default t ¼ 5). In case the hit count of the best contiguous window range exceeds the count of the second best by at least t the read is classified to originate from genome G i1 . In contrast, if the hit difference is below that threshold the LCA taxon of G i1 and G i2 is reported. Fig. 2 . Classification: A given read is classified by first computing its sketch of size s. By looking up the window IDs for each sketch member a window count statistic is constructed. The read is classified by means of the genome containing the highest peak. In this example the classification result would be genome G 1 as it has 7 hits in the contiguous windows range [w 2 , w 3 ] while G 2 has only 1 hit in each of two distant windows (w 1 and w 4 ) and G 3 has only 2 hits in the contiguous range [w 4 , w 5 ] Algorithm 1 Classification Scheme
return Unclassified 4:
return Taxon(G i1 ) 7:
Choosing the value of the classification threshold t is a trade-off between sensitivity and precision: Increasing t generally decreases sensitivity but improves precision. The selected default value of t ¼ 5 provides a good balance across a whole set of tested reference genome/read datasets. Furthermore, varying this parameter allows users to trade off sensitivity versus precision without needing to build a new database. In addition, MetaCache can exploit the parallelism of modern multi-core CPUs using multiple threads to classify a number of read batches in parallel.
Results

Experimental setup
To test scalability with respect to memory consumption and accuracy of different read classifiers, we have created databases for reference genome sets of varying size for the three tested tools (MetaCache, Kraken v.0.10.5-beta, CLARK v.1.2.3) on a workstation with 512 GB RAM using their respective default parameter settings.
• G3 consumes 62 GB of memory. CLARK is not able to construct a database for G3 since its memory consumption during construction exceeds the 512 GB RAM available on our test workstation. Table 1 summarizes the set of genomes contained in G1, G2 and G3. Furthermore, the number of classes at different taxonomic ranks contained in each genome set are provided in Table 2 . The sizes of the respective databases constructed by Kraken, CLARK and MetaCache are shown in Table 3 . In order to evaluate classification accuracy at species and genus levels, we have used three publicly available annotated mock community metagenomic datasets: HiSeq, MiSeq and Skin9. The Skin9 dataset (NCBI BioProject PRJNA316735, introduced in Lu et al., 2016) contains 78.4 million Illumina read pairs obtained by sequencing nine different bacterial species commonly found on the human skin (A.radioresistens SK82, C.amycolatum SK46, M.luteus SK58, R.erythropolis SK121, S.capitis SK14, S.epidermidis SK135, S.hominis SK119, S.warneri SK66 and P.acnes SK137). The HiSeq and MiSeq datasets were introduced in Wood and Salzberg (2014) and contain reads from ten different bacterial isolates each that were sequenced on Illumina's HiSeq and MiSeq platforms. The HiSeq dataset contains reads sequenced from A.hydrophila SSU, B.cereus VD118, B.fragilis HMW615, M.abscessus, 6G-0125-R, P.fermentans A11, R.sphaeroides 2.4.1, S.aureus M0927, S.pneumoniae TIGR4, V.cholerae CP1032(5) and X.axonopodis pv. Manihotis UA323. The MiSeq dataset contains reads sequenced from B.cereus VD118, M.abscessus 6G-0125-R, R.sphaeroides 2.4.1, V.cholerae CP1032(5), C.freundii 47N, E.cloacae, K.pneumoniae NES14, P.vulgaris 66N, S.aureus ST22 and S.enterica Montevideo strain N19965.
In addition to these mock community datasets with known ground truth we also ran MetaCache on real-world datasets obtained from environmental samples: DORA (NCBI BioProject PRJNA215102), cg1_02 (NCBI BioProject PRJNA229517 and PRJNA297582) and 2500cug (NCBI BioProject PRJNA288027). Assemblies and taxonomic assignments to the contigs are available for each of these datasets from the UC Berkeley's ggKbase (http:// ggkbase.berkeley.edu/). The DORA dataset contains 25.4 Gbp of reads obtained by sequencing a sample from human gut, cg1_02 contains 53.1 Gbp reads from a ground water (crystal geyser) sample (NCBI accession SRX667892) and 2500cug contains 53.7 Gbp of reads from a ground water (rifle aquifer) sample (NCBI accession SRX1085356). We aligned the original reads to the assembled contigs using Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009) . To each read we assigned the taxonomic label of the contig to which it could be aligned unambiguously, i.e. we discarded all reads that could be aligned to more than one of the given taxa. This resulted in 91.1% annotated reads from 34 organisms for DORA, 89.3% of annotated reads from 131 organisms for cg1_02 and 87.3% of annotated reads from 2539 organisms for 2500cug. The annotated reads were then classified with MetaCache using the G2 and G3 databases and with CLARK using the G2 database on genus and class levels.
Classification accuracy
Consider a taxonomic rank T (e.g. species or genus) to be measured. In analogy to Wood and Salzberg (2014), we define sensitivity and precision as follows. Sensitivity is the fraction of the number of correctly classified reads at rank T over the total number of reads. Precision is calculated as the fraction of the number of correctly classified reads at rank T over the number of classified reads excluding reads classified at ranks T þ 1 or higher. The F 1 -score is further calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity. Kraken and CLARK are executed in default modes using k ¼ 31. In addition they are executed in high-sensitivity mode using k ¼ 20. Furthermore, CLARK is executed with its sampling factor set to 8 to create an 8Â subsampling of k-mers, which yields a database of similar size to MetaCache for G2. MetaCache is executed in default mode using k ¼ 16. Table 4 shows precision, sensitivity and F 1 -score at species and genus level as well as the total percentage of classified reads on any level for MetaCache and Kraken and on genus level for CLARK using the three reference genome sets G1, G2, G3 and the three metagenomic read sets HiSeq, MiSeq and Skin9. At species level we can make the following observations. Using G1, MetaCache outperforms Kraken and CLARK on the HiSeq as well as the Skin9 read sets in terms of both precision and F 1 -score for all settings while CLARK-k31 performs best for G1 on MiSeq in terms of precision and F 1 -score. Using the larger genome set G2, MetaCache outperforms CLARK on all three benchmark read sets in terms of precision, sensitivity and F 1 -score. In addition, MetaCache using G3 achieves the overall highest precision and sensitivity for all three read datasets.
The results as genus level can be summarized as follows. Using G1, MetaCache outperforms Kraken and CLARK on the HiSeq and MiSeq read sets in terms of F 1 -score. Using the larger genome set G2, MetaCache outperforms CLARK on all three benchmark read sets in terms of both precision and F 1 -score. Again, MetaCache using G3 can improve the overall F 1 -score significantly compared to the smaller databases for all three read datasets. Figure 3 displays the average classification accuracy over all three read datasets for the tested programs using the various databases at species and genus level, respectively. It can be seen that all programs can generally improve classification accuracy with a growing reference genome database. With the largest genome set G3, MetaCache is able to consistently achieve the overall highest average species-level sensitivity and precision. Note that MetaCache's database for G3 still occupies less than half the size of Kraken's default database for G1 and is still smaller than CLARK's default database for G2 (see Table 3 ). These results are especially encouraging since Best precision, sensitivity, and F1-score values for each reference genome set are indicated in bold. Fig. 3 . Sensitivity and precision averaged over the mock community datasets (HiSeq, MiSeq, Skin9) for the various software tools using the three databases G1, G2 and G3 at genus and species level the amount of available reference genome data continues to grow rapidly. The subsampled database for CLARK (CLARK-k31-8x) for G2 has a similar size in memory than the MetaCache default database for G2. However, the achieved F 1 -scores for MetaCache are significantly higher, which demonstrates that a naïve subsampling strategy is not effective.
We also examined the performance of MetaCache with respect to distinguishing reads of closely related species in the following two cases. Using database G2, MetaCache maps 70.1% of the reads of S.epidermidis SK135 and S.hominis SK119 (which share the same genus) in the Skin9 dataset on species level, 87.1% of which are mapped to the correct species. Also using database G2 86.7% of the reads of E.cloacae and K.pneumoniae (which belong to the same family) in the MiSeq dataset are mapped on genus level, 98.2% of which are mapped to the correct genus. In 0.6% of the cases the assigned genus is wrongly confused for the genus of the other species. This indicates that MetaCache is able to distinguish closely related species with high precision. Table 5 shows precision, sensitivity and F 1 -score at genus and class level as well as the total percentage of classified reads on any level for MetaCache and on class level for CLARK using the reference genome sets G2 and G3 and the three metagenomic real-world datasets DORA, cg1_02 and 2500cug. MetaCache consistently outperforms CLARK in terms of F 1 -score and sensitivity on all three datasets. The results on the real-world datasets show similar trends as the results on the mock community datasets. Classification accuracy is generally lower which is to be expected since most of the organisms in the samples are not represented by reference genomes in the database. This means that MetaCache as well as CLARK will only be able to classify reads from these organisms if there are enough genomes of related organisms in the database. Nevertheless, the results show that MetaCache is able to assign a large fraction of reads with high precision even for high-complexity datasets like 2500cug with over 2500 organisms.
To elucidate the influence of the database coverage on the classification results we also performed a clade exclusion experiment on the MiSeq benchmark dataset which is included in Section 3 of the Supplementary Material. The Supplementary Material further includes the results of running MetaCache with database G2 on the simulated metagenomes presented in Lindgreen et al. (2016) which are further evidence of MetaCache's high classification accuracy.
Runtime and memory consumption
Runtime and memory consumption for classification are measured on a system with a Xeon E5-2683v4 CPU with 128 GB of DDR4 RAM while runtime and memory consumption for database construction are measure on an AMD Opteron 6272 CPU with 512 GB of DDR3 RAM.
We compared the classification speed and the peak memory consumption during classification of the default versions of Kraken, CLARK and MetaCache in single-threaded mode using five Illumina read datasets with read lengths ranging between 80 and 250 bps using the database for G1. Furthermore, we performed the corresponding measures using G2 for CLARK and MetaCache and using G3 for MetaCache only. On average (for G1), Kraken achieves a classification speed of 1.4 million reads per minute (mrpm), while MetaCache runs slightly slower at 1.3 mrpm. CLARK runs on average at 1.0 mrpm at species-level. A disadvantage of CLARK is that it has to be executed repeatedly for each taxonomic rank of interest. Using 16 threads on one of our 16-core CPUs, MetaCache's classification speed increases by approximately a factor of 10.
The measured peak memory consumption during classification using G1 is 13 GB for MetaCache, 72 GB for Kraken and 76 GB for CLARK depending on the read length. Kraken only loads half of its database from disk at a time while CLARK re-formats the database when reading from disk. For G2, MetaCache has a peak memory consumption of 20 GB while CLARK requires 121 GB. Finally, for G3, MetaCache requires 89 GB of RAM.
In addition, we have compared the runtimes and peak memory consumption for constructing the databases. On G1, MetaCache requires only 30 min and 16 GB of RAM while Kraken needs 1 h 20 min and 165 GB of RAM and CLARK 3 h 40 min and 152 GB of RAM. On G2, MetaCache takes 45 min and 27 GB of RAM clearly outperforming CLARK which requires 5 h 30 min and 218 GB of RAM. Finally on the much bigger dataset G3, MetaCache requires 4 h 50 min and 121 GB of RAM while CLARK exceeds the memory capacity of our 512 GB workstation. Table 6 summarizes the results. The corresponding database sizes on disk are are further given in Table 3 .
Discussion
Recent research has shown that alignment-free k-mer based methods can achieve high accuracy for metagenomic read classification running at high speed (i.e. around four orders-of-magnitude faster speed than MegaBlast). The key to success is based on the construction of a specialized database storing k-mers of reference genome sequences. However, corresponding state-of-the-art tools such as Kraken and CLARK employ large k-mer indices and therefore do not scale well in terms of memory consumption for the rapidly increasing number of available reference genomes; thus often exceeding the available RAM of workstations.
Our MetaCache approach aims at context-aware classification providing highly competitive accuracy while consuming significantly less memory than Kraken and CLARK. This is achieved by using subsampling of k-mers based on minhashing, making it possible to process very large reference genome collections on standard Best precision, sensitivity, and F1-score values for each reference genome set are indicated in bold. Note: The corresponding peak memory usage is measured for both classification and construction.
